
Mulberry Tree Class Weekly Overview 1st -5th March

Monday 1st Tuesday 2nd Wednesday 3rd Thursday 4th Friday 5th

Super 
Sentences 

(15 minutes)

Kit and Sam had lots of food. 
Tess had pick and mix. 

Kit and Sam sat on velvet chairs.

Phonics 
(20 minutes)

Off to the Cinema 
Focus sounds:  

j, v, w, x, y, z,, zz, qu, ch

Pick and Mix 
Focus sounds: 

sh, th, ng, ai, ee, igh, oa

Popcorn in the air. 
Focus Sounds: 

oo, ar, or, ur, ow, oi, er

The End! 
Focus Sounds 
air, ure, ear

In the Car 

Writing sentences

Reading 
(10 minutes)

Pip Rabbit  
Join Dad, Kit, Sam, Tess and Tess’s Dad at the cinema. 

Literacy 
(up 1 hour)

Charlie The Firefighter 
Read the story and make your own 
stick puppets for your small world.

Charlie The Firefighter 
Sequence the Story

Charlie The Firefighter 
Speech and Thought bubbles

Charlie The Firefighter 
Describe the setting

Charlie The Firefighter 
What do you want to be when you grow 

up?

Zoom Calls 
@ 11am 

(20 minutes) 
Possible resources 

Draw a monster Dough Gym Science Experiment 
Make your own butter

The Masked Reader Dress up day and 
 Live Story

You will need: 
A Pencil 
Paper

You will need: 
Your lump of play dough

You will need: 
Cream, (it needs to be thick cream so 

double cream or whipping cream 
works best) Plastic jar or bottle with a 

lid. Sieve, bowl.

Time to unveil who is reading behind 
the mask!

Dress up as a whatever you want today!

Maths 
(30 minutes) 
 Resources

Counting back from 10. 
10 in the bed

Comparing numbers within 10 Comparing numbers within 10 Making 10 Making 10

Dice or numeral cards, sticks, tape or chalk to make a large ten frame.

Story Time What the Ladybird heard on Holiday 
Julia Donaldson and Lydia Monks

The Dirty Great Dinosaur 
Martin Waddell and Leonie Lord

Dogfish 
Gillian Shields

Cinderella’s Bum 
Nicholas Allan

The Snail and the Whale 
Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler

Daily 
Question

What is your favourite thing to do, 
when you’re not at school?

Would you rather swim with whales or 
fly with birds?

What is your favourite game? What is your favourite snack? If you could build your own theme park, 
what would it be like?

Learning 
through Play

Draw some flames on the ground 
outside using chalk. Then, squirt them 
with water, using a hose or a squeaky 

bottle. Can you put the fire out and 
remove the chalk flames?

Imagine you had to call the fire 
brigade. Would you know which 

number to call? Practise calling 999 on 
a pretend phone, then practise giving 

them the information they would need.

Can you make a fire painting? Can 
you paint red flames? Can you paint 
yellow flames? Can you make orange 
flames by mixing the yellow and red?

Do you have a smoke alarm in your 
home? Talk with a grown up about 

how this keeps you safe. Maybe you 
could ask a grown up to test the 

smoke alarm so you could hear the 
noise that it makes.

In the story, the children think about the 
jobs that they would like to do when they 
are grown ups. What job would you like to 

do? Can you pretend to this job? If you 
have some dressing up clothes, you could 

dress up too.

Afternoon 
Activities

Science 
Our Environment - Recycling 

Messy Magpie

Topic 
Matching the People Who Help Us to a 

range of situations.

Art 
Making a handprint firefighter team.

Topic 
Pencil control and matching vehicles.

RE 
Easter Symbols
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